Lubeznik Center for the Arts

Color me!

MELISSA WASHBURN
JOSÉPH GONZALEZ
ISH MUHAMMAD
DORI HUBER
CASEY KING
LORA FOSBERG
DOROTHY GRADEN
LAUREL IZARD
LORI JACKSON
EDWIN SHELTON

SPECIAL THANKS TO
THE Beacher Weekly Newspaper

KELLY MASSE

JESSIE SEXTON
Dogs & Cats & Raccoons! Oh my!
Dancing Waiter - Camarero bailando
I SPY IN THIS ROOM...

3 WATER BOTTLES
A PAINT BRUSH
15 STARS
A PAIR OF SCISSORS
CELLPHONE

6 MOONS
HEADPHONES
14 POLAROID PICTURES
A PAIR OF SUNGLASSES
A BAG OF CHIPS

A RULER
11 EMOJIS
A MICROPHONE
14 CRAYONS
DICE

JESSIE SEXTON
Thanks to Contributing Artists

Ish Muhammad
Kelly Massei
Lori Jackson
Melissa Washburn
Casey King
Edwin Shelton
Jessie Sexton
Joseph Gonzalez
Laurel Izard
Dori Huber
Dorothy Gradan
Lora Fosberg

Special Thanks to

Lubeznik Center for the Arts
101 W. 2nd St.
Michigan City, IN 46360
219.874.4900
lubeznikcenter.org
artinfo@lubeznikcenter.org